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The present study is motivated by two classes of seemingly contradicting experiments on
the effect of humidity on adhesion. While one class of experiments suggests strong effect
of humidity in gecko adhesion, those on micromachined surfaces indicate that the adhe-
sion energy remains constant up to a relative humidity of 60–70% even for hydrophilic
surfaces. To resolve this apparent paradox, we perform numerical simulations of the ver-
tical peeling of a spatula pad adhered to a rough surface with periodic attachment sites.
It is found that the reduction in material stiffness, which could be induced by moisture,
leads to substantial increases in the pull-off force of the spatula pad, thereby providing
a feasible explanation of the experimental observations.
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1. Introduction

The documented interest in the amazing climbing ability of Gecko can be traced as
far back as Aristotle. Among numerous conjectures on the underlying mechanism of
gecko adhesion, such as glue, suction, interlocking, etc., the van der Waals and cap-
illary interactions have survived the test of history so far. While it has been shown
that the van der Waals force plays the primary role in Gecko adhesion [Autumn
et al., 2000; Autumn et al., 2002], humidity was also shown to have a strong effect
[Sun et al., 2005; Huber et al., 2005; Niewiarowski et al., 2008].

Sun et al. [2005] measured the adhesion force of spatula pads with atomic force
microscopy and reported that the force increases with relative humidity. This result
was consequently used as evidence that capillary force due to humidity can play
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a significant role in gecko adhesion [Sun et al. 2005]. Huber et al. [2005] measured
the adhesion force exerted by a single gecko spatula under various atmospheric
conditions and surface chemistries; by careful measurements of the pull-off force
which exhibits a linear increase with relative humidity, they showed convincingly
that humidity contributes significantly to gecko adhesion. More recently, the effect
of humidity in gecko adhesion has also been demonstrated at the level of a whole
gecko toe [Niewiarowski et al., 2008].

Although the above experiments have shown beyond reasonable doubt that
humidity does play important roles in gecko adhesion, the interpretation of under-
lying physical mechanisms is not without controversy. It is known that capillary
forces due to liquid bridges would require a sufficient amount of water between the
spatula and substrate. Considering the fact that spatula is hydrophobic, significant
capillary condensation is not expected to occur until a relative humidity (RH) level
exceeding 90% [Huber et al., 2005]. In fact, the ellipsometry data of Huber et al.
[2005] confirmed that only an adsorbed monolayer of water is present. Meanwhile,
another important experiment has been conducted by Delrio et al. [2007] who stud-
ied the effect of capillary condensation on adhesion between micromachined surfaces;
they performed microcantilever experiments under various surface roughness and
humidity conditions, and reported that the adhesion energy remains constant and
is independent of relative humidity up to 60–70% RH even for hydrophilic surfaces
with contact angles less than 10 degree. The result in Delrio et al. [2007] was also
consistent with the reports of the capillary effect on adhesion at nanoscale in Xiao
and Qian [2000] and He et al. [2001]. These experiments have casted significant
doubt on the existing interpretation of the observed humidity effect on gecko adhe-
sion in terms of capillary condensation. Therefore, it remains a puzzle how relative
humidity can cause the continuous rise in pull-off force of a single spatula pad, as
observed by Huber et al. [2005].

In this paper, we perform numerical simulations to show that there exists an
alternative interpretation of the effect of humidity on gecko adhesion, which does
not require the controversial assumption of adhesion energy continuously rising with
relative humidity. Our analysis is based on experimental observations that humid-
ity can have a strong effect on the stiffness of β keratin fibers. For example, it has
been reported that the stiffness of ostrich feather rachis decreases from 3.66GPa
at 0% RH to 2.58GPa at 50% RH and to 1.47GPa at 100% RH, and the stiffness
of an ostrich claw decreases from 2.7GPa at 0% RH to 2.07GPa at 50% RH and
then to 0.14GPa at 100% RH [Taylor et al., 2004]. We postulate that the β ker-
atin in individual gecko spatulae may be equally sensitive to humidity and we will
show such level of stiffness change can result in substantial changes in the adhesion
force.

Another basic assertion in our analysis is that surface roughness should play an
important role in gecko adhesion, and this includes the nanoscopic surface profile
of the spatula itself. Shi et al. [2005] conducted molecular dynamics simulations
of a single-stranded DNA adhering on a graphite substrate. In that study, the
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substrate is atomically smooth, but the molecular structure of the DNA molecule
itself results in periodic discrete attachments with the substrate. In analogy with
the case of a DNA molecule adhering on a substrate, we expect that a spatula pad
would also form discrete attachment sites (adhesion patches) as it comes to contact
with an underlying surface, even if the substrate itself might be atomically smooth
at the nanoscale. We have recently shown that the apparent adhesion energy of an
interface with periodically varying adhesive interactions depends sensitively on the
size of the fracture process zone of the interface, which for the case of a thin pad
depends strongly on the material stiffness [Chen et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2009]. In
the present work, we numerically simulate the vertical peeling process of a spatula
pad adhering on a substrate with periodic attachment sites and investigate the
dependence of the pull-off force on the material stiffness of the pad. We will show
that the moisture induced stiffness reduction of spatula leads to substantially higher
adhesion force with magnitude comparable to those observed in experiments.

2. Results

Figure 1(a) shows an elastic pad, representing a single spatula, adhering on a sub-
strate via a periodic array of attachment sites with period lp. The patch size of
each attachment site is assumed to be half of lp. The thickness of the pad is cho-
sen as H = 10nm, reflecting the thickness of a spatula pad which typically varies
from 5 nm to 20 nm. The van der Waals adhesive energy between the pad and the
substrate is assumed to be γ = 0.04N/m.

We have performed numerical simulations of the spatula pad subjected to
a vertical peeling force at one end (Fig. 1(a)). In our numerical simulations,
Abaqus/Standard is employed to simulate a spatula pad subjected to a vertical
peeling force at one end (Fig. 1(a)). Two dimensional plain strain solid elements
and cohesive elements are used to model the pad and the adhesive interaction across
the interface between the pad and substrate, respectively. The cohesive elements
along the attachment sites are connected to the pad on one side and pinned to a
rigid substrate on the other side. The failure of the cohesive elements, character-
ized by progressive degradation of the material stiffness and driven by a damage
process, corresponds to the failure of the interface. The constitutive response of
the cohesive elements is defined in terms of a traction-separation law. The damage
of cohesive elements is initiated when the maximum of the nominal stress reaches
40MPa. Damage evolution is based on an isotropic dependence of adhesion energy

P 

lp 

Fig. 1(a). An elastic spatula pad adhering on a surface with periodic attachments.
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Fig. 1(b). The geometry of the simulated structure of a spatula pad under vertical peeling.

Fig. 1(c). A close-up view of deformation around the cohesive elements in the vicinity of the
adhesion edge.

on the mode mix ratio. A displacement boundary condition is enforced at the end
of the peeling arm to model the peeling process and the RIKS method in Abaqus is
employed for stable, quasi-static simulation. Two different values of the attachment
period, lp = 10nm and lp = 16nm, are considered in the simulations. The stiffness
of the pad under investigation varies from 0.4GPa to 4 GPa, which roughly corre-
sponds to the observed range of stiffness changes of keratin due to moisture [Taylor
et al., 2004].

The geometry of the simulated structure under vertical peeling is partially shown
in Fig. 1(b). The damage evolution of the cohesive elements in the vicinity of the
adhesion front is shown in Fig. 1(c), where the deep red on the left represents
the elements with vanishing stiffness, while the deep blue on the right represents
elements whose stiffness has not been degraded. The simulated vertical peel-off force,
as plotted in Fig. 2, increases substantially as the stiffness of the pad decreases.
When lp = 10nm, the peel-off force (shown as force per unit out-of-plane thickness)
increases from 0.023N/m at a stiffness of 2GPa to 0.04N/m when the stiffness
is reduced to 0.4GPa. The change of stiffness between 2 GPa to 3GPa does not
affect the peel-off force significantly. When lp = 16nm, the peel-off force increases
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Fig. 2. The simulated vertical pull-off force of the spatula pad as a function of the material
stiffness.

from 0.031N/m at a stiffness of 4 GPa to 0.04N/m when the stiffness is reduced to
0.75GPa. When the stiffness is smaller than 0.75GPa, the peel-off force seems to
approach a saturation value of 0.04N/m.

We point out that the above simulation results cannot be directly understood
from Kendall’s [Kendall 1975] model. According to Kendall’s model, the vertical
peel-off force of the pad can be expressed as

PK =
2γ√

1 +
2γ

EH
+ 1

(1)

where γ is the adhesion energy of the interface. Since the stiffness of the pad under
consideration is on the order of 1GPa, the thickness H is on the order of 10 nm
and the adhesion energy γ is on the order of 0.04 J/m2, we see immediately that
γ/EH � 1 and the pull-off force PK is close to γ.

Our simulation results can only be understood based on our recent studies [Chen
et al., 2008; 2009] on the apparent adhesion energy of an interface as a function of
the fracture process zone size along the interface. In Chen et al. [2008, 2009], the
local adhesion energy was allowed to vary periodically along the interface with a
peak value and an average value within a period. As the interface is detached by
propagation of a crack upon loading, the size of the fracture process zone near
the crack tip is a material parameter which generally depends on the adhesion
energy and adhesion strength of the interface, as well as the elastic stiffness of the
surrounding media. Chen et al. [2008, 2009] showed that the apparent adhesion
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energy of the interface is equal to the average adhesion energy of the interface if
the fracture process zone size is much larger than the period of cohesive interaction
but becomes the peak value of the local adhesion energy when the opposite is true.
In general, the apparent adhesion energy of the interface can vary from the average
value to the peak value of the local adhesion energy. This finding provided an
explanation for the molecular dynamics simulation results [Shi et al., 2005] that the
apparent adhesion energy of the DNA-graphite interface is the peak, rather than the
average, of the van der Waals interaction energy between DNA and graphite. For
the present case of a thin pad adhering on a substrate with periodic attachments
subjected to vertical peeling, the size of the fracture process zone is [Chen et al.,
2008; Chen et al., 2009]

lc ∼
(

EH3γ

σ̄2

)1/4

. (2)

In deriving Eq. (2), Chen et al. [2008] considered a thin elastic beam adhering on
a rigid substrate. Equation (2) was obtained by equating the stress intensity factor
induced by the cohesive forces within the cohesive zone to that due to the far-filed
applied load. This scaling law was confirmed by numerical simulation [Chen et al.,
2008], and further generalized to cohesive zone sizes in thin film structures [Chen
et al., 2009].

According to Eq. (2), lower material stiffness would decrease the fracture process
zone size, which in turn would result in higher γ̄, which is the apparent adhesion
energy of the interface with defects; the same is true even for interfacial delami-
nation in bulk solids [Chen et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2009]. This larger γ̄ would
then induce higher pull-off force of the pad, which is consistent with our numerical
simulation.

3. Discussion

Although it has been shown beyond reasonable doubt that humidity has a strong
effect on the adhesion strength of gecko spatula [Sun et al., 2005; Huber et al., 2005],
the underlying mechanism remains controversial. The existing interpretations have
all been based on assumptions of capillary condensation and/or moisture induced
changes in adhesion energy. However, more recent experiments on adhesion between
micromachined surfaces have shown that the adhesion energy remains constant
and is independent of relative humidity up to 60–70% of relative humidity (RH)
even for hydrophilic surfaces with contact angles less than 10 degree [Delrio et al.,
2007].

We note that we have not considered any rate effects in our analysis. For example,
it has been shown that a finite time is needed for relative humidity to condense
on surfaces to form capillary bridges or layers in order to reach thermodynamic
equilibrium, and the pull-off force depends on the contact time when it is less than
a few seconds [Caupin et al., 2008; Wei and Zhao 2007]. Such rate effects can be
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especially important for adhesion between hydrophilic interfaces. On the other hand,
we note that the fibrillar structure, including the spatula pad, under gecko’s toe is
hydrophobic so that water bridges are not expected to form even under high relative
humidity.

In this paper, we have performed direct numerical simulations of a spatula pad
adhering on a substrate with periodic attachment sites. In our simulations, we
assumed that the adhesion energy remain constant and independent of humidity
but the material stiffness of β keratin is reduced by the presence of moisture, in a
range according to the experimental observations [Taylor et al., 2004]. Our simula-
tions showed that the lower stiffness results in substantially higher vertical pull-off
force comparable to the experimental data. This analysis provides an alternative
explanation of the observed humidity effect on gecko adhesion. We suggest that
humidity does not directly affect the adhesion energy of the interface but rather
change the apparent adhesion energy by reducing the stiffness of the spatula pad
through moisture adsorption.

This explanation would not violate the experimental observation [Delrio et al.,
2007] that the adhesion energy between micromechined surfaces is not affected by
relative humidity until 60–70% RH even for hydrophilic surfaces. Our analysis intro-
duced a notion that the change in apparent adhesion energy of gecko may be due
to moisture induced change in material stiffness; in the absence of such stiffness
change, as in the experiment of Delrio et al. [2007], the adhesion energy would
remain constant until sufficiently high relative humidity. It has been shown before
that the reduced stiffness can increase the effective surface energy of a fiber array
[Persson and Gorb, 2003]. Our analysis shows an additional mechanism that the
reduced stiffness can affect the apparent adhesion energy of an interface.

We note that so far there has been no direct observation on the effects of relative
humidity on the stiffness of seta. This is probably due to a thin protection layer of
sheath surrounding seta [Rizzo et al., 2006]. This sheath layer is no longer present
in the distal region of seta, which caused material in this region vulnerable to laser
induced heating treatment [Rizzo et al., 2006]. Without this protection sheath, it
seems indeed possible that the stiffness of spatulae can be significantly affected by
humidity.

Seta comprises of hard keratinous fibrils embedded in a soft matrix and the
fibrils are mainly composed of β sheets [Rizzo et al., 2006], which can be strongly
affected by humidity. It was shown [Taylor et al., 2004] that the stiffness of ostrich
feather rachis decreases from 3.66GPa at 0% RH to 2.58GPa at 50% RH and to
1.47GPa at 100% RH, and the stiffness of an ostrich claw decreases from 2.7GPa
at 0% RH to 2.07GPa at 50% RH and then to 0.14GPa at 100% RH. With this
range of relative humidity induced stiffness reduction in mind, the simulation results
in Fig. 2 indicate that the pull-off force increases substantially with rising relative
humidity, in agreement with Huber et al., [2005]. According to Eq. (2), the fracture
process zone size would increase when the cohesive strength is reduced. A lower
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cohesive strength would make the apparent adhesion energy less sensitive to the
roughness of the substrate, which also seems to agree with the observation [Huber
et al., 2005] that the vertical pull-off force on more weakly interacting substrates
showed smaller increases with relative humidity and larger scatters than that on
glass substrate.

4. Conclusion

We have numerically investigated the effect of material stiffness on the vertical
pull-off force of a spatula pad as it forms discrete attachments with a substrate.
Since moisture can substantially decrease the stiffness of beta keratin fibers, the
main component of spatula, we suggest that the experimentally observed effect
of humidity in enhancing spatula adhesion may be attributed to the change in
stiffness. In our simulations, we have considered the experimentally reported range
of stiffness changes of beta keratin under the influence of moisture. Our results
show that the moisture induced stiffness reduction can indeed result in substantially
higher pull-off force. Our analysis provides so far the only explanation of humidity
enhanced gecko adhesion without involving the capillary effect. Our work suggests
a distinct possibility that the van der Walls force could be the only mechanism
for gecko adhesion, and that the apparent humidity effect could be a sophisticated
manifestation of van der Walls interaction via stiffness changes in spatula in the
presence of humidity.
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